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Matthew Check is a lifelong singer/songwriter whose musical career shrinks the distance between genres,

finding its own balance of American roots-rock, contemporary Jewish folk, children's music, and

bluegrass.

Following a string of releases as a solo artist, as well as a critically-acclaimed album with the folk duo

Joanie & Matt (featuring the Grammy-winning artist Joanie Leeds) and a stint as the original banjo player

for Gangstagrass (whose signature song, the Emmy-nominated "Long Hard Times to Come," features

Check's contributions), Check peeks into his not-so-distant past with The Amazing Worth. The EP is a

time capsule of sorts, written and recorded more than a dozen years before its 2021 release. Back then,

Check was a newly-minted New Yorker who'd recently moved to the big city from Newton, Pennsylvania,

looking to play music and dive deeper into his Jewish studies.

"I was also in graduate school at the Jewish Theological Seminary, getting a masters in Jewish Education,"

he remembers, "but I really spent most of my time playing bluegrass banjo at the jams in Lower

Manhattan and Brooklyn." On a downtown train one night in October 2007, he met a woman named

Josie. A simple exchange of words had turned into something larger by January 2008, when the two

began a brief, whirlwind romance that served as the catalyst for The Amazing Worth's collection of love

songs, breakup tunes, and everything in between.

"By March 2008, I had written seven songs about Josie," Check says. "Every time there was conflict

between us, I'd basically just write a new song. I'd record it on GarageBand with guitars and three-part

harmonies and send it to her. Then she’d be so moved by my music that we’d make up — before fighting

again, of course."

One month later, he headed back to the Philadelphia suburbs for a weekend's worth of inspired recording

sessions at his childhood home. Joined by his multi-instrumentalist brother, Jonathan Check, as well as

pianist Greg Barbone, drummer David Chapman, and sound engineer Ryan Gilligan, Check turned his

homemade demos into full-bodied folk-rock songs that nodded to heavyweights like Bob Dylan and The

Band. The EP's title track combines Levon Helm-worthy grooves and rootsy swagger into an anthemic

Americana singalong. "It was also poetic that the drum kit was set up in the very spot in the basement

where our original kit had been for many years in my youth, when Jon and I first jammed," recalls Check.

Making good use of the 1981 Yamaha Baby Grand that sat in the family living room, Check’s smoky piano

ballad drives home a classic charm, with multi-tracked harmonies in the chorus of “Josie.”

The Amazing Worth is more than an album about an unstable relationship that eventually came to a

close. It's an album about a man who moves to New York City in his mid-20s and falls in love not only

with its inhabitants, but its endless possibilities, too. Although primarily a bluegrass musician at the time

of The Amazing Worth's creation, Matthew Check reached far beyond the genre's boundaries when he

wrote the EP's six songs, leaning closer into an amplified mix of electric guitar, barroom piano, and

arrangements that split the difference between the classic and the contemporary. Perhaps Josie inspired

him to broaden his horizons. Or maybe it was a combination of time and place — a life-changing

relationship during the early years of adulthood, set against the backdrop of the country's biggest

metropolis — that fired up Matthew Check's creative engines, speeding him toward a new horizon.



Years later, Josie and Matt reside in different countries. They're casual friends who've moved on with their

respective lives, having shed the baggage of their soured relationship years ago. The Amazing Worth

stands as a nostalgic testament to a different time, though — a time caught halfway between love and

heartbreak, set to a soundtrack of folk-inspired pop/rock songs that sound as vital today as they did in

2008.
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